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       Look up, now look down. Up is endless, down has an ending. Always
look up. 
~Mod Sun

If you devote yourself to positivity, positivity will devote itself to you. 
~Mod Sun

A flaw is really beauty owned by nobody else. I think everyone is
beautiful. 
~Mod Sun

Let unexpected incidents roll off you like raindrops dancing down your
bedroom window. 
~Mod Sun

Please understand 1 thing, if u want something all you have to do is
think it into existence. It may manifest immediately, it may take time. 
~Mod Sun

No matter what amount of negativity you are presented with, 5 minutes
from now could be the best moment of your life. 
~Mod Sun

Your worst mistakes is actually your best advice. 
~Mod Sun

If you woke up that's a reason to celebrate. 
~Mod Sun

In a world of more brilliance words don't mean anything. 
~Mod Sun

You should work your hardest to inspire your inspirations 
~Mod Sun
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Drive will take you much farther than talent ever could. 
~Mod Sun

You can survive without a label... matter a fact, you're better off without
one! 
~Mod Sun

The mind is stronger than any muscle. 
~Mod Sun

If you are inspiring others to do better, you're successful. 
~Mod Sun

I base all of my music around finding positivity in every thing & every
situation. 
~Mod Sun

I do a lot of smiling. Friends. Weed. 
~Mod Sun

I only write when listening to the music. 
~Mod Sun

Always push to be creative. 
~Mod Sun

Make every song is your best song to date. 
~Mod Sun
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